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Disclaimer
These standards and protocols were developed and released by the Alberta
Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI). The material in this publication does
not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of any individual
or organization other than the ABMI. Moreover, the methods described in this
publication do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the individual
scientists participating in methodological development or review. Errors,
omissions, or inconsistencies in this publication are the sole responsibility of
the ABMI.
The ABMI assumes no liability in connection with the information products or
services made available by the Institute. While every effort is made to ensure
the information contained in these products and services is correct, the ABMI
disclaims any liability in negligence or otherwise for any loss or damage
which may occur as a result of reliance on any of this material. All information
products and services are subject to change by the ABMI without notice.
Suggested Citation: WildTrax. 2019. User Guide: Remote Camera Trap Image
Tagging. Version 2019-10-10. Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute, Alberta,
Canada. Report available at www.wildtrax.ca [Date Cited].
Use of this Material: This publication may be reproduced in whole or in part and in
any form for educational, data collection or non-profit purposes without special
permission from the ABMI, provided acknowledgement of the source is made. No
use of this publication may be made for resale without prior permission in writing
from the ABMI.

Contact Information
If you have questions or concerns about this publication, you can contact:
WildTrax Coordinator, Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute
CW-405 Biological Sciences Centre
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6G 2E9
E-mail: info@wildtrax.ca
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About this User Guide
Welcome to WildTrax, an online platform for storing, managing,
processing and sharing biological data collected using sensor
technology. Remote sensors, such as camera traps, allow for the
automated collection of data over extended periods of time. The
result is the accumulation of large amounts of valuable data. WildTrax
allows for the discovery, access, use, and distribution of such data.
This User Guide explains the steps for using the WildTrax web
platform to create and manage remote camera tagging projects
from start to finish. WildTrax can be used to upload images
in bulk and then tag them more efficiently and accurately
compared to conventional image tagging methods. The guide
is divided into two sections for ease of use. The first half
describes administrator set-up and management activities, and
the second half describes tagging and QA/QC processes.

Getting Started: For Project
Managers
Introduction
It’s the end of another successful field season. All remote cameras, or
their SD cards, that were put out for the season have been collected
and are ready for processing. Stacks of SD cards each holding
thousands of photos sit waiting for uploading, tagging, and data entry.
These tasks can require a huge effort that can take a lot of time and
attention to detail. That’s where WildTrax comes in. WildTrax can be
used to easily organize, manage, and tag remote camera images.
Setting up tagging projects in WildTrax is simple and fast. Images
from several camera traps can be uploaded in batches into the
WildTrax tagging program with little effort. Once uploaded, images
can be run through the auto-tagger and assigned for tagging.
This section describes the steps for setting up WildTrax projects
and preparing deployment images for the tagging process

Website Workflow for Managing
Camera Projects in WildTrax
After images are uploaded, staff can start tagging. When tagging
is completed, staff can then go through a second-pass species
check (species verification). After the second pass, optional
analyses (gap and pole) may be completed. Finally, QA/QC can
be carried out on the project database. This workflow is listed in
order and broken down into manager and staff responsibilities
below (Table 1). Project managers are able to select which aspects
of the workflow to implement in the project settings for each of
their projects (planned functionality for a future release). Data
can be downloaded at any time during this work flow process, so
completion of all steps is not required in order to extract data.
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Table 1
WildTrax Camera Tagging Workflow (Concept). This outlines all components of WildTrax camera workflow.
Project managers may choose which components to implement for each of their projects.

Methods

Project Manager Responsibilities

Stage 1 (Set-up)

Stage 2 (Processing)

Stage 3 (QA/QC)

•

Create an account in WildTrax

•

Set-Up
•

Project creation

•

Add taggers to project

•

Image uploading

•

Running the auto-tagger

•

Assigning deployments

•

Support taggers as needed

•

Assign species for second-pass check

•

Assign optional analyses (gap and pole)

•

Complete QA/QC checklist
on completed projects

Initial Set-up
The first stage of the WildTrax camera tagging
process is to create a login account for the WildTrax
website and complete project set-up activities.

WildTrax Login Account
1. To start using WildTrax, an account must be created. Starting
from the home page (www.wildtrax.ca), select “LOGIN”
from the upper right corner of the page (Figure 1).

Figure 1
WildTrax login button

Transcriber Responsibilities

•

Create account in WildTrax

•

Review user guides

•

Tag Images within assigned
deployments (Pass 1)

•

Confirm assigned species (Pass 2)

•

Carry out assigned optional analyses

•

Support QA/QC activities as needed

2. A window will open that allows new users to sign up, or existing
users to login. Enter your information in the appropriate fields to
begin using WildTrax. If you are already signed up with Google,
you may choose to login using your Google account; note that you
have multiple accounts as long as the emails match (Figure 2).

Figure 2
WildTrax Auth0 sign-up form

Project Creation
1. Once logged in, start from the WildTrax home page and click
on “My Projects” to go to the Projects Page (Figure 3).
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Figure 3
WildTrax home page after login, with “My Projects” button

2. In the Projects page, you have the option to create Autonomous
Recording Unit (ARU) projects for audio files or camera
projects for image files. Click on “Camera”: (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Camera tab to access remote camera projects in WildTrax

3. From the camera projects page, you will be able to interact with
your project list by adding new, viewing current, or deleting empty
(i.e., containing no images or data) projects. You will have project
manager status for any projects you create within your account.
To create a new project, click the green “Add Camera Project” button.

Figure 5
Button to create a project on your dashboard

Figure 6
“Add a Project” pop up window and available metadata fields

The following information can be added to the new project:
•

Project Title: The full title defined by the user to identify the project.

•

Organization: User defined. This field allows you to group all of your projects together in the
database. You can either preselect your organization if you have previously created any projects,
or you can create a new label for the organization to which you want to attribute your data.

•

Project Code: User defined. A short, simplified way of identifying your
project. For example, CMU2018 = Caribou Monitoring Unit 2018.

•

Year: The year the data was collected.

•

Storage Location: You will be able to select which Amazon server your data
is stored on, which includes both US and Canadian locations.

•

Description: This field allows you to outline the purpose,
goals, objectives, and methods of your project.

•

Status

•

•

Active: A project that is currently being processed.

•

Published: A project that has been completed.

Visibility: This field allows you to determine who can see your data. Choose from
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•

•

private - only you have access to your project data

•

public - everyone with a WildTrax account will have access
to your project’s processed data via their data download.
Only published project can be pushed to public.

•

draft - includes projects with no scientific value (i.e. demo projects).

Due Date: The anticipated processing completion date. Your taggers
can use this as a guideline as to when their tasks are due.

Once you have created your project, you must submit the project for approval by the
WildTrax Team. At this time, your project will have a Pending Status (Figure 7).

Figure 7
Upon creating a project, it is submitted to the WildTrax Team for approval. Note the status is Pending until approved.

Upon project approval (i.e., the status changes to Active), you can
add users, including taggers and managers (Figure 7).

Managing Project Settings
After your project has been approved, you will be able to manage your project
settings (Figure 8). Here you will be able to manage what preprocessing tools
you would like to run on your data. By default, no selections are made
Note: Project settings will become locked once deployments are uploaded, thus
it is important to change your settings upon the approval of your project.
The settings which you can currently manage in the form of enabling and disabling include:
•

Auto-tagger (Cow, None): a computer-based tool that tags images and hides
them from further assessment based on machine-learning techniques.

Figure 8
Project settings tab in the edit project window

The auto-tagger currently identifies false-fire images (e.g., images caused by
vegetation movement), and images of domestic cattle. Selected by default.
•

Context-based tagger: Images within a deployment are divided up into series. For each
series, if there are ≥ 50 images with an associated auto-tag or if the ratio of number of
auto-tagged images to total number of images is ≥ 0.7, the series is assumed to contain
no native wildlife. For series that qualify by either of those two criteria, all images in
the series not already auto-tagged are tagged as either AUTO-NONE or AUTO-COW as
appropriate. These series are excluded from further tagging. All series that do not meet
these criteria go to the next step of tagging. This preprocessing tool can only be selected
if the auto-tagger is selected and the time gap defining a series is 120 seconds.

•

Staff/Setup tagger: all images within the first 30 minutes of a deployment are automatically
tagged as STAFF/SETUP, unless there are <10 images in that first 30 minutes.

•

Two-stage subsampling: Series that have 6 or more images are subsampled. A
random sample of 5 images, without replacement, are chosen from the series, not
including the final image in the random sample. These 5 images are shown to the
tagger. If all 5 of the images are tagged with the same tag (species, sex, age, number of
individuals) then the remaining images in the series are also tagged as such. Otherwise,
the remaining images in the series are shown to the tagger. This preprocessing
tool can only be selected if the time gap defining a series is 120 seconds.

•

Time between images (seconds): This is the time between consecutive images
that defines a break, or the start of a new series of images. You can modify this
number to suit your needs. Note that if this number is modified from the default
120, you will not be able to use the context tagger or two-stage subsampling.

•

Series View: This view displays one series per page, and is based on how you have defined a
series. Thus the number of images per page depends on the number of images in the series.
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Adding Users to your Project
After your project has been approved, you will be able to manage
your users. A new tab will appear called User Assignment
(Figure 9). If you close your project window, find your project
in the project list, and click on the pencil icon to the right of the
project name to open the editing window (Figure 10). Select
the “User Assignment” tab to add taggers and managers to
a project, as well as view current taggers and managers.

Figure 9
Adding users to a project

Once you have created your project and close the window, the
new project will be visible in the Camera project list (Figure
10). Click on the project title to enter the project page.

Figure 10
Project List screen in Camera tab

Uploading Deployments to your
Project
To add deployments and their images to a project, click on the
project name to which you want to upload deployments. Within each
project page, a list of deployments can be created by batch uploading
camera trap deployments. Before uploading, image data should
be organized into deployment folders on a computer or hard drive.
Image file names do not need to be changed because they are sorted
by data/time stamps in the system. The folders containing images
for uploading should be named with a unique site-station identifier
that will appear in the deployment list once uploading is complete
(Figure 11). The unique site identifier should be in the form of:

Figure 11
Example folder and file structure
for camera deployments

Site-Station (Example: 1472-NE; CAL-820) to allow
the system to parse out site and station.
Example: 1472-NE OR CAL-82

Figure 12
Example of Site-Station setup in file naming convention
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Batch Uploading
1. With the “Deployments” tab selected, click on the “+Batch Upload
Deployments” text to begin uploading photos to WildTrax (Figure 13).

Figure 13
Batch uploading button

1. A window with the text “Batch Upload of Deployments” will appear (Figure 14).

Figure 14
Batch upload of deployments window. This is where users will upload deployments.

2. Select the format you’ve used for labelling your folders. Select your
deployment name base level in the folder tree if you are uploading
more than one deployment, otherwise leave as 0 (Figure 15).

Figure 15
Examples of how to use the deployment name base level when batch uploading deployments
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Browse to the desired deployment folder (Figure 16). If you are uploading more than
one deployment, nested within another folder such as year, change the base level to
1 and select the folder that is one level up from your deployment folders (Figure 17).

Figure 16
Uploading a single deployment. Note the base level is set to 0.

Figure 17
Uploading multiple deployments nested within a single folder. Note the base level is set to 1.

3. Click “Choose a Folder” to select image data from your computer or hard drive.
Browse to the folder or folders with the images you want to upload and select.
This folder will either contain a single deployment of images, or subfolders of
deployments with images. Click “Upload” and confirm that the selected folder is
correct by checking the deployments that are listed to be uploaded (Figure 18).

Figure 18
Example upload screen

4. Files will upload in the background and a green check mark will appear
next to successfully uploaded folders. If images have been skipped, you
can re-upload those files by clicking on “Upload Failed Images.”
5. Advanced upload settings can be implemented if you need to skip already
uploaded deployments or overwrite existing files (Figure 19).

Figure 19
Batch uploading advanced settings.
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a. Skip Existing Deployments: This setting speeds up the overall upload time
by first testing whether a deployment name exists, and then skipping
deployments with the same name that already exist in the project you
are uploading to. Use this setting if a number of deployments from
the upload folder have already been uploaded to the current WildTrax
project and you are certain that those deployments are complete.
b. Overwrite Existing Files: Simply put, this function allows a user to reupload a deployment, and replace all previously existing images. This
is generally used when an error occurs in the original upload.
6. When uploading is complete, the newly uploaded deployments will
appear in the list under Deployment Name. At this stage, the status
of these deployments will be Ready for Auto-tagger. The list of
deployments can be filtered by deployment name, year, motion image
number, tagged number, status, or by assigned tagger (Figure 20).

Figure 20
My Deployments page

Auto-tagging
Once your project is populated with a list of deployments, the next step is to run
the Auto-tagger if you selected this in your project settings. The auto-tagger tags
and hides images so that human taggers do not have to review them, improving
the efficiency of the tagging process. Two types of images are tagged by the AutoTagger: false-fires and domestic cows. Click “Run Auto-Tagger” to start (Figure 21).

Figure 21
Once deployments have been uploaded, you can select the auto-run button to run the AutoTagger on those deployments with the status Ready for Auto-tagger. Note that once the Autotagger has gone through a deployment, its status will turn to Ready for Tagging.

Once auto-tagging is complete, the deployment status will change to Ready. At
this point, deployments can be assigned to taggers for tagging both randomly
and manually (Figure 22). If you choose to assign deployments randomly,
deployments are proportionally distributed among your selected taggers.
Note: If you did not select the auto-tagger in your project settings, the
status of your deployments will be Ready for Tagging upon upload.
When assigning taggers to deployments, this selection list will be comprised of
users that have been added to the project (see Adding Users to your Project). Project
managers can also assign themselves as taggers to deployments at this stage.
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A)

B)

Figure 22
Assigning taggers to deployments (A) Randomly; or (B) Manually.

Assigning Species for Second-Pass
Check
After tagging is complete, a second check of species identification is
completed to catch and correct tagging errors. It is easy to select incorrect
tags from the drop down lists, so this step is important both for doublechecking species identifications and for correcting data entry mistakes.
The project manager will assign species tags to individual taggers
using the Verify Species tab within the Project page (Figure 23).
A)

B)

Figure 23
Verify Species tab and the (A) manual assignment of taggers to species; or
(B) random assignment of taggers to specific species.
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1. For each species listed, select a tagger’s name from the user drop-down
menu to assign that species to a tagger for verification or select the users
you want to randomly assign across all species groups identified.
2. Once a species has been verified, its status will turn to Completed.

Data Download
Your data can be downloaded at anytime throughout the tagging process.
These data files are updated in real time. To access your data download:
1. Click the data tab in the top right-hand corner of your Project page (Figure 24).

Figure 24
Data download tab on the projects page

2. Select the sensor type for which you would like to download data, and then click “Next” (Figure 25).

Figure 25
Sensor type options for downloading data

3. Select the project or projects for which you would like to
download data and click “Next” (Figure 26).

Figure 26
Project managers can select one or multiple project datasets they would like to download

4. Click “Download Raw Data” to receive a zip file containing a CSV file with
your raw data and corresponding metadata file (Figure 27).

Figure 27
Download Raw Data button
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Glossary of Terms
Auto-tagger
A program that is built into the WildTrax website. The auto-tagger program goes through
motion-triggered and day-time images and assesses it for false fires (no animals present)
and domestic cows. Auto-tagged images are hidden, not deleted, from the tagger’s view.

Batch Upload
A function used to upload several deployments at once (e.g., from an external hard drive).

Camera Tagging
The process of labelling an image with a species identification and
other data, such as age, sex, number of individuals, etc.

Context-based Tagger
This process applies to a sequence of motion-triggered images where there are 6 or more
images in the series (a series is a group of images with ≤120 seconds between images).
•

In the first stage, a random sample of 5 images from a series are selected
by a computer program to be shown to a human tagger.

•

The second stage occurs during manual tagging. If all 5 images are tagged with the
same tag (including species, sex, age and number of individuals), with the exception of
Unknown the remaining images in the series are auto-tagged as such. If the five images
are not tagged identically, all remaining images in the series will be shown to the tagger.

Deployment
A deployment is made up of all the images captured by a single camera trap
for a site-station and/or time period. Deployments are uploaded to a Project in
WildTrax and are found in the My Deployments list. Deployment naming within
a project will be unique to the source. For example, ABMI uses a site and station
format (e.g., 720-NE, where the site number is 720 and the station is NE).
In WildTrax, the project manager can also fill in information from the
camera trap, including deployment name, year, site, station, status,
category, set-up, camera type, location, latitude, and longitude.

Gap Analysis
Sometimes the camera trap can malfunction and create gaps in an image sequence. We
assume that animals that trigger the camera stayed in the field of view if there are gaps fewer
than 20 seconds long. It can also be assumed that for gaps greater than 120 seconds the
individual left the field of view. However, gaps between 20 and 120 seconds need to be checked
in order to determine the presence of the animal; this is the gap analysis. WildTrax creates
a list of gaps 20 to 120 seconds long for assessment, and a human tagger checks them.
The tagger notes whether the animal was Present, Leaving the field of view, or of Uncertain
presence. They will also note how many individuals were in the gap. The number of animals

in the gap applies only to the tagged species in the case of multiple species in one image.

Pole
A multi-coloured metal stake that can be placed 5 metres in front of the camera. A pole
can help taggers gauge the size and distance of animals in images. Poles stick out of the
ground by one metre and typically have 10 centimetre coloured sections on them. Poles are
also used to enable the optional pole analysis to be done on a subset of species photos.

Pole Analysis
An optional analysis that can be done if a pole has been installed in front of the
camera. A tagger will judge the presence of animals relative to the pole. Twenty
random images per native mammal species are assessed for each deployment.
Each image is examined to determine where the individual is in relation to
the pole and the correct code is entered in the Distance to Pole field.

Project
A project is comprised of one or more datasets. A dataset is made up of a group
of camera deployments on the WildTrax website. Projects can be organized in
any manner that meets the user’s needs. For example, a project could be made
up of all the camera deployments for a single year, region or habitat type.

QA/QC
Stands for Quality Assurance/Quality Control. In the context of image tagging, it refers to
secondary checks built in to the camera trap image processing method to ensure accurate
application of image tags. Camera trap image processing QA/QC activities include:
imbedded constraints on accepted values, automated checks, and species verification.

Sample Effort
The sampling effort for each camera trap deployment is the number of days during which
the camera was operating correctly and aimed at the expected target. Without an estimate
of effort, data from different camera trap deployments cannot be compared. Sampling effort
is determined by calculating the number of days that the camera view was in range.

Series
A set of images in a deployment where there is ≤120 seconds between consecutive images.

Species Verification
A QA/QC step that takes place after manual tagging has been completed. Each image will
be assessed to ensure that the appropriate species tag is associated with the corresponding
image. In addition to the species tag, the sex, age, and number of individuals will be confirmed.

Status
The status refers to the stage of the camera tagging process for an
individual deployment. The stages include: Uploading, Ready for Auto-tagger,
Pending Auto-tagger, Ready for Tagging and Tagging Complete.
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•

Uploading: applied when a deployment is in the process of being uploaded.

•

Ready for Auto-tagger: automatically applied when images
are verified and ready for the auto-tagger.

•

Pending Auto-tagger: automatically applied when the “Run
Auto-tagger” button has been selected.

•

Ready for Tagging: applied after the auto-tagger and contextbased tagger have been run on a deployment.

•

Tagging Complete: the status of a deployment that has had
all images tagged and camera range reviewed.
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